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Agenda
1. Issue of NRW Performance Indicators
2. AWWA NRW Performance Indicators Task Force (PITF)
3. Research findings: Assessment of Performance
Indicators for Non-revenue Water Target Setting and
Progress Tracking
4. AWWA 2020 Committee Report on NRW Key
Performance Indicators (KPI)

Performance Indicators are used throughout Society
• Business: Unemployment Rate, Inflation Rate, Dow
Jones Industrials Average

• Health: Blood pressure, Cholesterol, Body Mass Index
• Sports: batting average, home runs, touchdowns or
goals scored, points per game

• Weather: High and low temperatures, rainfall, snowfall
• Consumer: 4-star or 5-star ratings for restaurants
(including Pizza!), hotels, movies, and other services.

• User reviews on websites, surveys are also mechanisms
to rate performance.

History of Water Loss Assessments
•

•
•

1957 AWWA Committee Report "Revenue
Producing vs. Unaccounted-for Water“

First known account of water loss tracking
Subsequent decades saw state and
regional water regulatory agencies
adopting provisions that define:

‒

Losses as varying definitions of “unaccountedfor” water (UFW)

‒

Loss levels and targets expressed as an
“unaccounted-for” percentage (UFW%), in
some form of:
Water Supplied minus Customer Consumption
Water Supplied

Source: AWWA

Flaws of “unaccounted-for” percentage

• The UFW% is flawed because it:
‒ Is mathematically skewed by varying levels
of customer consumption

‒ Does not reveal volumes of real (physical)
losses and apparent (customer) losses

‒ Does not include the costs of loss control
activities

‒ Rarely succeeds in motivating verifiable
water loss reductions

Volumetric and Financial percentage
indicators still exist in the AWWA Free
Water Audit Software, current version
5.0 – will not be in version 6.0 (2020)
AWWA Free Water Audit Software

Skewed UFW%
An Example:
Consider a large change in
customer consumption due to
a major water user (industry)
halting operations
The UFW% increases
dramatically, but….
Water losses by volume
continue to drop!
Thus, the UFW% misrepresents
the water loss reduction that
occurred

Volumetric Percentage Indicators
“For every complex problem, there is an answer that
is clear, simple, and wrong.”
H.L. Mencken
20th Century American Journalist

Unfortunately, many water regulatory agencies still
employ the UFW% and regard it as:
‒ Simple to employ and track
‒ Straightforward to use to set targets (despite a history of inability to

Source: Wikiquote

motivate measurable loss reductions in water utilities)

AWWA’s 2020 Position advocates that regulatory agencies move away from
percentages and focus on Volume, Value, and Validity of water audit data

AWWA NRW Performance Indicators Task Force (PITF)
AWWA NRW PITF Members

• Functioned 2015 - 2019
• Goals
‒ Define a defensible position for discontinuing
support for percentage indicators

‒ Affirm an updated AWWA WLCC position
regarding NRW KPIs: existing and new

‒ Give general guidance on the use of
recommended KPIs for water utilities,
regulators, and other industry stakeholders

‒

George Kunkel, Kunkel Water Efficiency Consulting, chair

‒

Andrew Chastain-Howley, Black & Veatch

‒

Steve Cavanaugh, Cavanaugh

‒

Steve Davis, Metering Technology Consultants

‒

Kevin Hickerson, Consolidated Utility District, Murfreesboro, TN

‒

Maureen Hodgins, Water Research Foundation

‒

Will Jernigan, Cavanaugh

‒

Mathieu Laneuville, Province of Quebec, CA

‒

Chris Leauber, W/WW Authority of Wilson County, TN

‒

Bruce Macler, US EPA / California State Water Resources Control
Board

‒

Sofia Marcus, Los Angeles Dept of Water & Power

‒

David Sayers, Black & Veatch

‒

Brian Skeens, Jacobs

‒

Dan Strub, City of Austin, TX (Water Loss Control Committee
Chair)

‒

Reinhard Sturm, Water Systems Optimization

‒

Gary Trachtman, Arcadis

‒

Alan Wyatt, Independent Consultant

AWWA PITF Deliverables
‒ Research: AWWA TEC-funded Project/Report
•
•
•

Assessment of Performance Indicators for Nonrevenue Water Target Setting and Progress
Tracking
Evaluated technical rigor of performance indicators – gave technical basis for PITF decisions
Report available for free download at:

https://www.awwa.org/Resources-Tools/Resource-Topics/Water-Loss-Control

‒ Water Loss Control Committee Report (Journal AWWA)
•
•

State the new position on NRW KPIs and rationale
Publish in Journal AWWA

‒ Outreach Package
•

Public relations instruments to convey the messages around KPIs to industry stakeholders

AWWA PITF Recommended KPIs should be:
•
•
•

•
•

Technically rigorous – reflecting field observations and theoretical principles, without significant
bias or influence from situational parameters
Easily understood - by a wide range of stakeholders; including water utilities, regulatory agencies,
customers, elected officials, and the media
Suitable to use for target-setting & progress monitoring of loss reduction activities: i.e., they
must be actionable
Suitable for the state of readiness of North American water utilities & regulatory agencies
Note:

‒
‒
‒
‒

not every KPI is expected to meet each of the above
stakeholders should relinquish the dated notion that water loss can be assessed by only “one” KPI
many water utilities are new to water loss control; KPIs should allow them to evolve
regulatory agencies need a straight-forward and efficient means for water audit data collection and loss
control monitoring that can be readily implemented

AWWA TEC-funded research project on NRW KPIs
Assessment of Performance Indicators for Non-revenue Water Target
Setting and Progress Tracking

‒ Primary method to assess technical rigor of KPIs: Frontier Analysis
‒ Compares modeled water losses (using regression analysis) to observed water losses to
‒

generate an accurate indicator of utility performance (Frontier Score)
Candidate indicators are compared to the Frontier Score to assess technical rigor

Example: Georgia 2016
Real Loss Volume, in
Gallons per Connection
per Day correlates closely
with the Frontier Score, so
that indicator is
considered technically
rigorous

AWWA’s 2020 Position on NRW KPIs

AWWA Water Loss Control Committee Report – January 2020

PITF Recommended Position on NRW KPIs
• AWWA no longer supports NRW percentage KPI’s, including volumetric
indicators such as “unaccounted-for” percentages or financial percentages.

• AWWA supports the use of the Loss Cost Rate indicator, a new KPI
expressed in $/service connection/year, with one expression for apparent
losses and one for real (leakage) losses.

• AWWA supports the use of the Normalized Water Losses indicator, a new
KPI expressed in volume/service connection/day.

The Loss Cost Rate - a new financial indicator
• Marries the rate of loss (real and apparent) in gallons/service connection/day
with

• The unit cost of the loss: retail for apparent loss, variable production for real loss
• Expressed in value / service connection/year
• Measures the negative impact of losses to a utility’s financial bottom line.
• Applications:
‒

Strong NRW assessment value at the utility level, reveals impact of changing loss and cost values yearly

‒

Good public relations value, by expressing the impact of costs on a “per customer” level

‒

Useful for regulatory agencies when employed as an “out-of-bounds” KPI to flag utilities with very high values.

‒

However, it is not appropriate to employ the LCR to set optimally low loss targets in water utilities.

The Normalized Water Losses Perf Indicator
•
•
•

Expressed in gallons/service connection/day
Water Losses = apparent loss + real loss
Applications:

‒ High-level KPI: enables reliable trending of a utility’s year-to-year losses
‒ Assists the data validation process; can help explain abrupt changes in real or apparent
losses and is a buffer against inordinate uncertainty in either of these volumes

‒ Don’t use NWL as a “stand-alone” KPI, but in combination with the apparent and real loss
normalized indicators. Alone, NWL is not actionable because its components include water
that is physically lost (real losses) and water that is not physically lost but under-recorded
(apparent losses)

‒ NWL should not be used for target-setting. Instead, targets can be set using the
Normalized Apparent and Real Loss indicators individually

PITF – 2020 Position on NRW KPIs
AWWA Recommended Water Loss Performance Indicators – Fit for Multiple Purposes and Users
Suitable Purposes
Type

Volume

Indicator

Description

Apparent losses
(vol / conn / day)1

Assessment

Benchmarking

TargetSetting

Planning

Tracking

Strong and understandable
indicator for multiple users

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Real losses (vol /
conn / day)

Strong and understandable
indicator for multiple users

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Real losses (vol /
pipeline length /
day)

Strong and understandable
indicator for use by utilities with low
connection density

✓

✓

Total Water losses
(vol / conn / day)

Strong and understandable
indicator; suitable for high-level
performance measurement

✓

✓

Real losses by
pressure (vol /
conn / day /
pressure unit)

Robust but specialized indicator;
technical rigor may be influenced
by network materials.

✓

✓

Infrastructure
Leakage Index
(ILI)

Robust but specialized ratio
indicator, which can be influenced
by pressure and connection
density.

✓

✓

Apparent Loss
Cost Rate (value /
conn / year)
Value

Validity

Real Loss Cost
Rate (value / conn
/ year)
Data Validity Tier
(DVT)2

Indicators with sufficient technical
rigor. Provide the unit financial
value of each type of loss, which is
very useful for planning and
assessment of cost efficiency of
water loss reduction and control
interventions and programs.
Strong indicator of water loss audit
data quality, if data has been
validated. Tier provides guidance
on priority areas of activity.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Principal
Users
Utilities
Regulators
Utilities,
Regulators,
Policy Makers

Data collection and
assessment of the
level of “low”
connection density

Utilities,
Regulators,
Policy Makers
Utilities,
Regulators,
Policy Makers,
Customers

✓

✓

✓

Limitations
Needing Further
Data Collection
and Assessment

Data collection and
assessment of the
use and applicable
context(s) in NA
Data collection and
assessment for
guidance on wide
use in NA
Data collection and
assessment on
AWWA indicators
or contextual
parameters to use
in conjunction with
Loss Cost Rates

Utilities

Utilities
Utilities,
Regulators,
Customers
Utilities,
Regulators,
Customers
Regulators,
Utilities

Notes: 1. Blue shading highlights real losses, green shading highlights apparent losses.
2. Data Validity Tier is a band-type grouping of Data Validity Scores: Tier I: DVS=0-25; Tier II: DVS=26-50; Tier III: DVS=51-70; Tier IV: DVS=7190; Tier V: DVS=91-100

AWWA Free Water Audit Software – Version 6.0
Release targeted for mid-2020

• Will not include percentage indicators
• Will include an improved Data Grading capability

Guidance on the use of NRW Perf Indicators

• Water Utilities
‒

Benefits: managing resources well, equitable water rates, revenue recovery, operational
efficiency

• Regulatory Agencies
‒

Water audit data collection: an efficient data collection process is essential

➢ Training and Level 1 Validation are strongly recommended for a robust program

‒
‒

•
•

Regulatory mission: water resources, financial, energy, etc. The mission sets the focus.
Loss Reduction target-setting: fine after utilities have mature, trustworthy data. Consider
keying on utilities with “out-of-bounds” performance, rather than seeking “optimization” of
utilities now

Policy Makers: sustaining water resources, affordability, energy efficiency

Customers: quoting losses on a “per customer” basis, equitable water rates

Water Audit Data Quality & Validation Levels
• The Data Validation Process includes five levels of data quality which are
defined below:

➢Self-reported – data has been collected, but not been subject to any in-depth review
➢Filtered - have been checked for technical plausibility by employing a screening criteria,
such as ILI < 1.0 or > 20.0

• Data validation conducts in-depth review of the data sources and practices of
the water utility

➢Level 1 validated - focuses primarily on the suitability of the data gradings assigned to
the various inputs, with scrutiny on the data inputs to flag gross or egregious errors

➢level 2 validated - in-depth investigation of various input data and information of one or
more components of the water audit. This is still largely a desk-top activity.

➢level 3 validated - Bottom-up review and investigation into a single component or subcomponent that collects new or additional data at a field/source level, and provides
detailed analysis

DRBC’s Water Audit Process

• Annual requirement for PWSs to report on calendar year
• Reminder email to docket holders, engineers, and operators in
Jan/Feb – water audits due March 31

• Electronic delivery to water.audit@drbc.gov
• Receive, track, and process water audit submissions annually
• QAQC/Validation – somewhere between Filtered – Level 1 Validated
− Check that data validity score is generated (usually due to missing grades)
− Check for gross unit errors on reported volumes

AWWA Water Audits in Pennsylvania
DRBC, PA PUC & volunteer utility data

• Real (leakage) losses –
median value 35.69
gallons/service
connection/day

• USA dataset (CA, GA)
median value 32.47
gallons/service
connection/day

AWWA Water Audits in Pennsylvania
DRBC, PA PUC & volunteer utility data

• Variable Production
Costs (applied to leakage
– median value $435.00
/million gallons

• USA dataset (CA, GA)
median value $683.80
/million gallons

• High values at right side
of chart are largely
imported water systems

Progressive US State Agencies: State of Georgia
‒ AWWA Water Audit required by 2009 legislation
‒ Training & Level 1 data validation, qualified water loss auditors (QWLA)
‒ Piloting several loss reduction technologies
‒ Metro Atlanta area has set leakage reduction targets
QWLA

Metro Atlanta, GA region
Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District
Water Resource Management Plan - Leakage Reduction Targets (issued June 2017)
• Water utilities with real losses greater than 60 gallons/connection/day (2013 data) must adopt a 2025
goal to reduce to less than 60 gallons/connection/day and demonstrate progress in the interim years
toward meeting this goal.

• Water utilities with real losses between 35 and 60 gallons/connection/day (2013 data) must adopt a
2025 goal to reduce to less than 35 gallons/connection/day and demonstrate progress in the interim
years toward meeting this goal

Progressive US State Agencies: State of California
‒

AWWA Water Audit required by 2015 legislation motivated by drought

‒

Includes training & Level 1 data validation, Water Audit Validator (WAV) program

‒
‒

State WR Control Board is currently working to set water loss standards
Initial loss reduction steps likely by 2022, reductions in phases 2023-2035
California Governor Jerry Brown in 2015

California State Water Resources Control Board
California Water Code Section 10608.34 requires the State Water Board to develop water loss performance
standards for urban retail water suppliers between January 2019 and July 2020. The State Water Board is
required to evaluate the life-cycle cost of achieving these standards.

Information is available at:
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/conservation_portal/water_loss_control.html
Also find information on the California Water Loss Collaborative
https://ca-nv-awwa.org/canv/CNS/Water_Loss/CNS/Partnership_for_Saving_Water/collaborative.aspx

Conclusion
•
•

•

Percentage indicators should be laid to rest –
AWWA advocates against their use
The PITF is recommending use of two new KPIs

‒

Loss Cost Rate

‒

Normalized Water Losses

RIP UFW

Upcoming Deliverables

‒

AWWA WLCC Committee Report (January 2020)

‒

AWWA Free Water Audit Software v6.0 in 2020

‒

M36, 5th Edition in 2022

Source: Daily Mail

